Inhibition of return is thought to help guide visual search by inhibiting the orienting of attention to previously attended locations. We have previously shown that, in a foraging visual search task, the neural responses to objects in parietal cortex are reduced after they have been examined. Here we ask whether the animals' reaction times (RTs) in the same task show a psychophysical correlate of inhibition of return: a slowing of reaction time in response to a probe placed at a previously fixated location. We trained three animals to perform an RT version of the visual foraging task. In the foraging task, subjects visually searched through an array of five identical distractors and five identical potential targets; one of which had a reward linked to it. In the RT variant of the task, subjects had to rapidly respond to a probe if it appeared. We found that RTs were slower for probes presented at locations that contained previously fixated objects, faster to potential targets and between the two for behaviorally irrelevant distractors that had not been fixated. These data show behavioral inhibitory tagging of previously fixated objects and suggest that the suppression of activity seen previously in the same task in parietal cortex could be a neural correlate of this mechanism.
Introduction
In everyday behavior we are often burdened with the task of finding a particular object in a cluttered visual environment. Two key strategies help us perform this task efficiently: an ability to focus our attention on stimuli that have similar features to the target of our search; and a memory of where we have looked so that we do not waste time looking at the same places over and over again. It is thought that the memory component of this behavior is aided by inhibition of return, a mechanism used to make visual search efficient by inhibiting subjects from attending an object they have already attended in their search (Klein, 2000; Posner et al., 1985; Wang & Klein, 2010) . Inhibition of return is usually thought of in terms of its psychophysical manifestation. This was first described by Posner and Cohen (1984) using their now classic cueing paradigm. Their results have been replicated countless times and neurophysiological correlates from the cueing paradigm have been studied extensively in the superior colliculus Dorris et al., 2002; Fecteau & Munoz, 2005) .
However, the behavioral relevance of inhibition of return, which can be thought of as tagging items that have already been examined (Klein, 1988; Wang & Klein, 2010) , has been less well studied.
Neurophysiologically, evidence for inhibition of return at a previously attended location comes from visual search data in the frontal eye field (FEF) across trials (Bichot & Schall, 2002) . In this study, the authors found that when a target in visual search was placed in the same location in two sequential trials, the animals' RTs were slower on the second trial than on the first trial. The time at which the neural activity in FEF identified the target was also later on the second trial; however inhibitory tagging or suppression at the target location was not illustrated. Psychophysically, a number of studies have shown that reaction times to probes flashed at locations that have previously been attended are slower than reaction times to probes flashed at novel locations (e.g. Klein, 1988; Klein & MacInnes, 1999; Thomas et al., 2006) . This has resulted in its inclusion in a number of search models as a way to keep visual search efficient by reducing the number of eye movements necessary to find an object in a scene. We will focus on the saliency map model by Koch and colleagues (Itti, Koch, & Niebur, 1998; Koch & Ullman, 1985) , which is conceptually similar to a number of original models of search in which the early visual areas pre-attentively process a visual scene and features or feature maps of the scene are extracted (Bundesen, 1990; Cave & Wolfe, 1990; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . In this model, neurons at the early stages of visual processing are tuned to basic visual attributes such as color, intensity contrast, orientation, direction and velocity of motion and spatially compete for salience (Soltani & Koch, 2010) . These feature maps then merge to form a unique saliency map that topographically encodes an aggregate measure of saliency that is not tied to any specific feature dimension. Through a winner-take-all process, attention is allocated to the peak of the saliency map, after which the activity in that location is suppressed by inhibition of return. This suppression is important as it allows attention to move onto the next highest point on the map and also keeps attention away until other areas of the scene have been attended.
Converging neurophysiological evidence suggests that a number of cortical and sub-cortical areas work together to drive the allocation of attention (Gottlieb & Balan, 2010; Lovejoy & Krauzlis, 2010; Noudoost et al., 2010) . It is thought that these areas act as priority maps (Bisley & Goldberg, 2010) , in which objects or locations in space are represented by activity that is proportional to their attentional priority. We use the term priority rather than saliency to highlight the fact that top-down cognitive influences play a significant role in the allocation of attention and to make it clear that attention is not only guided by bottom-up salience (Fecteau & Munoz, 2006; Serences & Yantis, 2006) .
There are various candidates for the site of a biologically plausible priority map, including the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) of the posterior parietal cortex (Andersen et al., 1990; Bisley & Goldberg, 2010; Gottlieb, Kusunoki, & Goldberg, 1998) , FEF (Moore & Armstrong, 2003; Thompson & Bichot, 2005) , the inferior and lateral subdivisions of the pulvinar (Robinson & Petersen, 1992) and the superior colliculus (SC; Fecteau & Munoz, 2006; Lovejoy & Krauzlis, 2010) . Consistent with a functional role of inhibition of return, we recently showed that LIP responses to stimuli that had been visited in a foraging visual search task were significantly lower than responses to the same stimuli that had not been looked at (Mirpour et al., 2009 ). This could be interpreted as a neurophysiological correlate of inhibitory tagging in a priority map, however no studies have examined whether non-human primates show behavioral inhibitory tagging in visual search. In fact, data from a task in which monkeys had to make saccades to a peripheral target, back to the fixation point and then back to a peripheral target showed that saccadic RTs to a target placed at a previously fixated stimulus location were no slower than to a target placed at an orthogonal location and were faster than to a target placed at a location opposite to the previously fixated point (Dorris et al., 1999) . Given that the same animals showed inhibition of return to a peripheral precue and that human subjects performing multiple-saccade tasks show slower RTs at previously fixated points (Hooge & Frens, 2000; Rafal, Egly, & Rhodes, 1994) , it is possible that monkeys may not utilize inhibitory tagging. However, the multiple-saccade tasks do not require a memory of previously fixated locations and there is some evidence that inhibition of return may only be utilized in active search (Dodd, Van der Stigchel, & Hollingworth, 2009) , so the lack of inhibition in the multiple-saccade task does not necessarily imply that monkeys do not exhibit inhibitory tagging and the behavioral data from Bichot and Schall (2002) indirectly argues against it. In this study, we explicitly ask whether monkeys exhibit inhibitory tagging by testing whether they show reaction time inhibition of return while performing a foraging visual search task.
Methods
All experiments were approved by the Chancellor's Animal Research Committee at UCLA as complying with the guidelines established in the Public Health Service Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Three rhesus monkeys (monkeys D, E and H) weighing 8-13 kg were implanted with head posts, scleral coils and, in two cases (monkeys D and E), with a recording cylinder during sterile surgery under general anesthesia. Animals were initially anesthetized with ketamine and dexdomitor and maintained with isofluorane.
Stimuli were presented on a Samsung SyncMaster 1100DF CRT running at 100 Hz. The temporal precision of stimulus onset was captured by a photoprobe on the corner of the monitor. The behavioral paradigm was run using the REX/VEX system (Hays, Richmond, & Optican, 1982) . Monkeys sat in a primate chair 57 cm from the monitor. Eye position information was recorded at 1 kHz using the DNI eye coil system (Newark, DE, USA). Data from REX was transferred to MATLAB (Mathworks) for further analysis.
Task
All monkeys were trained on an RT embedded version of the visual foraging task (Mirpour, Ong, & Bisley, 2010; Mirpour et al., 2009) . Each trial started with the monkey maintaining his gaze within 1°of a fixation point presented on the left of the display. After a delay of 450-850 ms, a search array consisting of five potential targets (T) and five distractors (+) was presented, with one of the items appearing at the fixation point (Fig. 1) . One of the Ts (the target) was loaded with reward and the animals had 8 s to fixate the target for 500 ms to get the reward. This resulted in a behavior in which the animals looked from T to T, waiting at each for approximately 600 ms (Mirpour et al., 2009 ), until they found the target and obtained the reward. This is represented in the first four panels in Fig. 1 . On 50% of the trials, the search array . One of the Ts was the target and the animal obtained a reward for fixating the target for 500 ms within 8 s of the array appearing. Black lines show an example eye movement path over time. On 50% of the trials in each session, a yellow probe flashed at one of 10 locations (dashed circles in last two panels) shortly after the array disappeared. In these trials, the animal had to make a saccade to the probe within 350 ms to receive the reward. disappeared during the trial and 27 ± 2.9 ms (mean ± standard deviation) later a yellow probe flashed at one of 10 locations (last two panels in Fig. 1 ). Six of the locations were in places previously occupied by a stimulus and four of the locations were in blank regions of space. The probe was equally likely to flash in each of the ten locations. On these trials, the animal had to make a rapid saccade to the probe to obtain the reward; none of the Ts were loaded with a reward, so the animal could not finish the trial before the probe appeared. Based on the monkeys' behavior, we attempted to have the probe flash either after the first, second or third saccade by presenting it 985 ms, 1685 ms or 2485 ms after the onset of the foraging array. The number of trials and amount of reward were adjusted for each session based on the satiety level of the animal. On average, approximately 360 RT trials were collected within a session. Monkey D performed 21 sessions, monkey E performed 20 and monkey H performed 14, resulting in 7029, 7630 and 5451 RT trials from the monkeys D, E and H, respectively.
Data analysis
Reaction time was calculated as the latency from the probe onset to the initiation of the saccade, which was based on an eye velocity threshold. Saccades to the probe were accepted if they ended up within 2.5°of the probe. Reaction times from trials in which the probe appeared within 2°from the location where the animal was fixating were not included in the analysis. In addition, trials with RTs of less than 80 ms were excluded because the saccades occurred too early to be in response to the appearance of the probe. Trials with RTs greater than 300 ms were also excluded. These two RT criteria resulted in the exclusion of approximately 1.5% of the 20,110 trials recorded. An examination of the distribution of RTs (Fig. 2) shows that the removed RTs were not part of the main distribution and their removal did not qualitatively change the results.
Data were sorted depending on what was present at the location of the probe before its appearance. The main four groups analyzed were from trials in which the stimulus occupying the location of the probe was (1) a potential target that had not been fixated, (2) a T that had been fixated and ruled out as being the target (which we term a ''visited T''), (3) a distractor that had not been fixated and (4) a blank region of the screen. Distractors were rarely fixated and we only recorded data from 226 trials in which the probe appeared at the location where a visited distractor had been presented. We used one-way ANOVAs to see if there was a significant difference among the four main classes of RTs and post hoc Tukey's HSD tests for pair wise comparisons when the ANOVA was significant. To test whether the time of probe presentation within the trial affected RT, we performed a two-way ANOVA with probe condition and presentation time as independent factors. Since the variance of the RTs was found to increase linearly with the mean, we first transformed the RTs by taking the reciprocal before performing any of the ANOVAs; this transformation made the variances more similar across conditions.
Intersaccadic intervals, average numbers of saccades and time to find targets for each session were examined to confirm that monkeys were not using an obviously different strategy when performing the RT embedded version of the task compared to when they performed the simple foraging task (Mirpour et al., 2009 ).
Results
In all three animals, reaction times were significantly slower to a probe flashed at a location that had been occupied by visited T than to a probe flashed at a location that had been occupied by a potential target ( Fig. 3 ; p < 0.05, post hoc Tukey's HSD tests, p 0.001, ANOVAs). This appears to illustrate an inhibitory tagging form of inhibition of return. However, a close examination of the RT distribution shows a clear bi-modal distribution (Fig. 2) , which appeared to primarily come from trials in which a potential target had occupied the location where the probe flashed (compare Fig. 4A and B). We hypothesized that the short RTs creating the mode around 100 ms came from trials in which the animal had planned a saccade to the potential target and, when the probe appeared in that location, was able to rapidly make a correct saccade to that location because the saccade had been pre-planned. Thus, it is possible that the shorter mean RT seen in the potential target condition compared to the visited T condition could be due to the fact that the potential target condition had more of these short-latency saccades because the monkeys planned and made more saccades to a potential target than to a visited T. If this were the case, then the means of the main distributions would be the same and it would suggest that there is no inhibitory tagging. To test this, we cut the RT data to remove the early mode and late tail (hollow columns; Fig. 4A and B) using times specific to each monkey based on the distribution in the potential target condition. For all three monkeys, ANOVAs performed on the cut distributions, which included all four conditions, were significant (p 0.001), with the strong significant differences between the RTs in the visited T and potential target conditions (p < 0.05, post hoc Tukey's HSD tests; Fig. 4C-E) .
It is also possible that the animals had planned multiple saccades to all or many of the potential target locations, which could mean that the difference in RTs between potential targets and visited Ts may be due to faster RTs to potential targets rather than slower RTs to visited Ts. To control for this, we compared the RTs in the visited T condition to the RTs in the distractor condition. The theory is that the animals know that distractors are never loaded with reward, so they should not pre-plan saccades to these objects. In two of the three monkeys (D and H), we found that RTs to a visited T were significantly slower than RTs to a distractor (p < 0.05, post hoc Tukey's HSD tests). This was true both when short-latency saccades were included (Fig. 3 ) and when they were not (Fig. 4) . In monkey E, there was a trend for slower RTs in the visited T condition, but this failed to reach significance in both analyses.
We looked to see whether there was any evidence for inhibitory tagging of distractors. The mean RTs from trials in which the probe appeared at a location previously occupied by a visited distractor are illustrated by the diamonds in Fig. 3 . Overall, the monkeys fixated distractors on less than 20% of fixations: 15.7% for monkey D; 16.1% for monkey E; and 19.5% for monkey H. For monkey E, most of these fixations occurred in longer trials, so we only obtained 12 RTs in the visited distractor condition and have not included these data here. The data from monkey D and monkey H come from 68 and 146 trials respectively. In both cases, the RTs to a visited distractor appeared to be slower than to a distractor that had not been visited, but neither of these differences reached statistical significance (p > 0.05, post hoc Tukey's HSD tests). Reaction times to distractors were significantly slower than to potential targets. When all RTs were included (Fig. 3 ), all three monkeys had slower RTs in the distractor condition than in the potential target condition (p < 0.05, post hoc Tukey's HSD tests). This was also the case when only the main distributions were compared (Fig. 4) , although the removal of the short-latency saccades made this difference less striking in monkeys D and H.
In monkeys E and H, RTs to the probe flashed in a blank region of space were significantly slower than RTs to the probe flashed at a potential target location and significantly quicker than RTs to the probe flashed at a visited T (p < 0.05, post hoc Tukey's HSD tests; Fig. 3) . In monkey D, RTs to the probe flashed in a blank location were significantly slower than RTs to the probe flashed at a potential target location (p < 0.05), but were not significantly different to the RTs to the probe flashed at a visited T.
The pattern of reaction times did not vary as a function of when the probe appeared. We first tested this by examining the mean RTs in 50 ms windows aligned by the time that the probe appeared relative to the end of the previous saccade (Fig. 5) . We found that the mean RT varied substantially as a function of this time. Mean RTs were slowest when the probe flashed immediately after the Condition monkey H Fig. 3 . Mean (±SEM) RTs for the three animals. Mean RTs to probes presented in a region of space that was unoccupied by a stimulus within the array (blank), that was occupied by a T that the animal had not yet fixated (potential target), that was occupied by a T that the animal had already fixated within the trial (visited T) and by a distractor (dist). One-way ANOVAs were significant for all three monkeys (p 0.001) and post hoc Tukey's HSD tests were used to show differences between mean RTs within individual animals. The diamonds indicate the mean RTs when the probe was presented in a region of space occupied by a visited distractor. Only 68 and 146 trials contribute to these points for monkeys D and H respectively. The mean from the 12 trials collected from monkey E is not shown. To show that the difference in RTs between these two conditions was not due to more of the short-latency saccades, trials with RTs less than 125 ms or greater than 240 ms were removed (hollow columns) and the main distributions compared. (C-E) The resulting RTs from the cut distributions are shown for monkey D (panel C; 125 ms < RTs < 300 ms), monkey E (panel D; 125 ms < RTs < 240 ms) and monkey H (panel E; 115 ms < RTs < 180 ms). In all cases, the ANOVAs, including all four conditions, were significant (p 0.001) and the RTs in the visited T and distractor (dist) conditions were significantly longer than in the potential target condition (p < 0.05, post hoc Tukey's HSD tests).
Number of trials
end of the previous saccade, quickest when the probe flashed about 100 ms after the end of the previous saccade and were then mostly stable if the probe flashed 200 ms or more after the end of the previous saccade. Monkey H showed a trend of quickening RTs as time progressed from 200 ms following the end of the previous saccade. Importantly, the order of the RTs remained fairly constant. Reaction times in the potential target condition (green traces) were almost always faster than RTs in the other two conditions. Likewise, RTs to a visited T (blue traces) were predominantly slower and RTs to distractors (red traces) were generally between the two. The pattern of reaction times was also similar when examined as a function of when the probe appeared in the trial. To test this, we examined the mean RTs for each monkey from each of the four conditions as a function of when the probe appeared relative to array onset. The data were analyzed using a 2-way ANOVA with condition (blank, potential target, visited T and distractor) and time of probe onset as independent variables. All three monkeys showed a significant main effect of condition (p 0.001, ANOVA) and monkeys D and E showed a main effect of time (p = 0.006, monkey D and p 0.001, monkey E). Monkey H did not have a main effect of time (p = 0.41). Monkeys D and H showed a significant interaction between condition and time (p = 0.042, monkey D; p = 0.005, monkey H), but this did not reach significance for monkey E (p = 0.091). As in the above analysis, we found that RTs in the potential target condition (green traces) were almost always faster than in the other conditions and RTs to a visited T (blue traces) were almost always slower than in the other conditions (Fig. 6) . Thus, these analyses show that there was a robust pattern of RTs under the different conditions, independent of when the probe flashed relative to array onset and when it flashed relative to the end of the last saccade.
To test that RTs were not biased by the distance between gaze position when the probe appeared and the location of the probe, we plotted RTs as a function of this distance for each animal. We found no significant correlations in any of the animals (p > 0.55, linear regressions). This means that the length of the saccade to the probe did not have an impact on the recorded RT.
Discussion
We found that when animals performed a visual foraging task, we saw a slowing of RT when probes appeared at visited Ts compared to when they appeared at visibly identical potential targets or at distractors that had not been visited. We also found that this pattern of RTs was maintained when short-latency saccades were excluded from the analyses and was present independent of when the probe appeared. This is reminiscent of the slowing of RTs seen in human psychophysical studies (Klein & MacInnes, 1999; Muller & von Muhlenen, 2000; Thomas & Lleras, 2009; Thomas et al., 2006) , suggesting that a form of inhibitory tagging is occurring.
Inhibition of return is most often thought about in terms of the classic cueing paradigm. However, the psychophysical result itself is just a laboratory finding; it is the interpretation of the underlying mechanism that is important in everyday behavior. Posner and Cohen (1984) first interpreted their data as suggesting a mechanism for favoring eye movements to novel locations in space. Klein (1988) built on this premise to suggest that the mechanism helped facilitate visual search by tagging, with some form of inhibition, locations that have already been examined and the concept has been used in models driving the allocation of attention (Itti, Koch, & Niebur, 1998; Soltani & Koch, 2010) . A number of studies in human subjects have confirmed the RTs to probes in previously fixated locations are slower than to other locations while subjects perform a visual search task (Dodd, Van der Stigchel, & Hollingworth, 2009; Klein & MacInnes, 1999; MacInnes & Klein, 2003; Muller & von Muhlenen, 2000; Takeda & Yagi, 2000; Thomas et al., 2006) . Our results are analogous to these, suggesting that monkeys utilize an inhibitory tagging mechanism during search. This finding, together with our previous study showing that LIP responses are attenuated to visited Ts (Mirpour et al., 2009) , suggests that the inhibition in LIP may be a neural correlate of inhibitory tagging.
One subtle difference between the results of our study and a number of previous human studies is that we found inhibitory tagging even though the scene was extinguished about 27 ms before the probe appeared. A number of studies have shown that inhibitory tagging in humans appears to be linked to the scene or objects in the scene, because it is only found when the scene remains on the screen when the probe is presented (Klein & MacInnes, 1999; MacInnes & Klein, 2003; Takeda & Yagi, 2000) . There are three possible reasons for this discrepancy. First, unlike the human observers, our animals are highly trained experts at this task. Each animal had performed thousands to many tens of thousands of trials over a 1-4 year period prior to being introduced to the RT version of the foraging task. This over-training could lead to a more persistent representation of the stimuli that affects RTs for a longer duration after the array is extinguished in these animals compared to non-experts. It could also have led the animals to adapt a slightly different strategy. Second, it is possible that the scene is still perceivable to the animals when the probe appears due to the fact that we used bright stimuli on a dark background in a dark room. We have measured the exponential phosphor decay on our CRTs to have a decay constant of 32 ms, so in addition to the perceptual persistence in the brain, there is an additional time that the stimuli are visible on the monitor. This is similar to the argument made in Klein and MacInnes (1999) for why inhibitory tagging was seen in Klein's original study in which stimuli were extinguished before the probe appeared (Klein, 1988) and, together with the first possibility, may completely explain the discrepancy. Finally, it is possible that inhibitory tagging in monkeys is linked to locations rather than objects or scenes. We think this is unlikely as this might predict that inhibition would automatically occur at previously fixated locations in space which, given the lack of slow RTs in the multiple-saccade task (Dorris et al., 1999) , does not appear to be the case. There is a large and growing literature that suggests that activity in priority maps in parietal cortex (Andersen, Brotchie, & Mazzoni, 1992; Goldberg et al., 2006) , frontal cortex (Bizzi, 1968; Bruce & Goldberg, 1985; Thompson et al., 1996) and the superior colliculus (Dorris, Pare, & Munoz, 1997; Horwitz & Newsome, 2001; Schiller & Stryker, 1972; Wurtz & Goldberg, 1971 ) may be used to target eye movements and that this activity can be used to explain RTs in simple saccade tasks (Bichot & Schall, 2002; Ipata et al., 2006; Roitman & Shadlen, 2002; Sato et al., 2001; Shen & Pare, 2007; Thomas & Pare, 2007) . In these studies, it is believed that saccades are triggered when the accumulation of evidence reaches a threshold in discrimination tasks (Mazurek et al., 2003) or when a peak emerges in a detection task. Given this background, we were particularly interested in seeing how the RTs to distractors compared to the RTs to potential targets and visited Ts, given that responses in LIP are greatest for potential targets, lesser for visited Ts and lowest for distractors (Mirpour et al., 2009 ). It could be argued that the slowing of RTs at a previously attended location is due to a sensorimotor transformation independent of the reduction in activity we have seen in LIP (Mirpour et al., 2009 ). This would suggest that the inhibitory tagging we see behaviorally is not related to the reduction in neural activity. If this were true, it would predict that RTs to distractors that have not been visited should be as fast as to Ts that have not been visited, as they have not been tagged. However, we found that RTs to distractors were significantly slower than RTs to potential targets, even when the short-latency saccades were excluded from the analysis. Finding this result when excluding the short-latency saccades is important, because it suggests that this RT difference is not due to the pre-planning of saccades in the potential target condition. This result is consistent with the neural activity in LIP; the responses to potential targets are significantly greater than the responses to distractors, which we believe have reduced responses due to their behavioral irrelevance in the task. We believe this result, combined with the previous findings that activity in priority maps correlates with RTs, suggests that the behavioral inhibitory tagging we found could be due to the attenuated responses seen in LIP.
It is unclear whether the inhibitory tagging we have illustrated is driven by the same mechanism that drives the RT difference in the traditional cueing paradigm. We have already pointed out that inhibition of return usually describes a slowing of reaction times in a cueing paradigm and that it is the interpretation of its importance that has lead to the study of inhibitory tagging, which has also been referred to as inhibition of return. But it is possible that the neural mechanisms underlying these two behavioral phenomena may not be the same. We have suggested that the attenuation of activity in LIP to visited Ts could lead to reduced RTs by increasing the distance between the initial activity in LIP and the threshold that triggers a saccade. However, evidence from the superior colliculus suggests that the slowing of RTs in a cueing paradigm is due to reduced visual responses at a pre-cued location due to adaptation or habituation Boehnke et al., 2011; Dorris et al., 2002; Fecteau & Munoz, 2005) . The principle is that the initial faster RTs in the cueing paradigm are due to the visual response riding atop the initial neural response to the cue, so a shorter distance is needed until the activity reaches threshold. After a few hundred milliseconds the initial response to the cue has dropped, but habituation or adaptation causes the new response to the probe to be greatly attenuated, slowing the time it takes for the activity to reach threshold. Indeed, a number of models have put forward evidence that habituation could explain RTs in variations of the cueing paradigm in humans (Dukewich, 2009; Ludwig et al., 2009; Patel, Peng, & Sereno, 2010) . If these mechanisms are truly different, then it is ironic that traditional inhibition of return has created a line of research into inhibitory tagging, but itself does not rely on the same neural mechanism that it suggested. If the attenuated responses we seen in LIP explain the slower RTs observed in this study, then we believe that any variable that affects attentional priority, such as salience (Arcizet, Mirpour, & Bisley, 2011; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) , habituation (Boehnke et al., 2011) , reward information (Trommershauser, Glimcher, & Gegenfurtner, 2009) , or any other form of top-down drive (Noudoost et al., 2010) , will also affect RTs. While we have focused on saccadic reaction times and the study of LIP, we believe the same principles should hold true in other oculomotor areas and in other areas for other forms of reaction times. In these cases, the equivalent priority map to that found in LIP would most likely be in other parietal areas, such as AIP for fine finger movements or MIP for reaching movements.
